Tips for Week 2 of Online: April 13-17

One week down, five to go!

1. We have a great opportunity right in front of us to model Liberal Education in action! If critical thinking and problem-solving are two of the elements of Liberal Education you value, now is the time to share our Emergency Pedagogy decisions with our students. It may be very interesting to students to hear how you processed through moving your courses online and how you made decisions with their best interest in mind. We are all operating differently, problem-solving, thinking critically, and moving forward.

2. You may have gotten several emails asking for clarification (even though you were clear). One thing to consider is using the Announcement tab or sending an email to remind students where your new policies/schedule/etc. is located and encourage them to read through it again to help solidify how each of their courses will run.

   Encourage students to check all their Canvas courses every day for announcements, updates, due dates, etc. so they don't get behind.

3. Consider what worked well the first week and what might need a small change. If you don’t like how it went this week, consider making a change. Contact CETL to talk through your ideas or hear what is working for other instructors.

4. If you think you have too many things going on in your course you can always downsize. Let us know if we can help.